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Fr. Livio seeks to acquaint ordinary Catholics with the Biblical and Church teachings necessary to evaluate various kinds of speculation about the end of the world ... to read the signs of the times and recognize the evils of our age ... to prepare ourselves spiritually for the end whenever it may come ... and to discern the answers to such urgently important questions as:

	What will be the content of the "supreme religious deception" that will lead countless Catholics to abandon their faith? Can we see it already at work in our own time?
	Will the Antichrist be a clerical traitor? A religious leader? A politician? A collective phenomenon? Some combination?
	How will the Antichrist succeed in posing as the friend, even protector, of the Catholic Church -- while seducing its members into apostasy and destroying its authority?
	Which of us will be most vulnerable to seduction? Which of us will best prepared to persevere -- and how will we be put to the test?
	Will the Antichrist's appearance coincide with the end of the world? Or must a "thousand year kingdom" elapse first?
	Which prophetic visions or private revelations about the end times fall within the bounds of right doctrine? Which don't?
	Have the end times begun?


Do we need to learn about the world through traveling, as Jesus did?

Jesus' travels and teachings have been an inspiration for many people over the years. His travels enabled him to learn about different cultures, meet people from diverse backgrounds, and gain a deeper understanding of the world around him.
While it may not be necessary to travel in the same way that Jesus did to learn about the world, travel can certainly be a powerful tool for gaining knowledge and understanding. When we travel, we are exposed to different languages, customs, and ways of life that we may not encounter in our day-to-day lives. This exposure can broaden our perspectives and help us appreciate the diversity of the world.

	Orlando 5 Star Hotels
	Orlando hotels near Amway Center
	Orlando Hotels With Pool
	Spa Hotels in Orlando



Moreover, travel can help us develop empathy for others. When we see how people in different parts of the world live, work, and play, we can better understand their struggles and triumphs. This understanding can help us connect with others on a deeper level, regardless of our differences.

	Orlando Hotels For Families
	Kids Friendly Hotels in Orlando
	Cabin Rentals in Orlando
	Orlando Beach hotels


Convenient hotels in Orlando for Catholics and Catholic book lovers

Orlando has something for everyone, but if you're a Catholic or a Catholic book lover, it can be hard to pick the perfect hotel. Fortunately, we've compiled a list of the best Orlando hotels for anyone looking for convenient lodging.   Let's start with Orlando Resorts - this is a broad category that covers a wide range of hotels, but we recommend the Lake Buena Vista Resort Village & Spa Orlando or the Orlando World Center Marriott Hotel. Both offer plenty of activities and amenities to keep you entertained during your stay, and are conveniently located near Orlando's major attractions.   If you're looking for a bit more space, Orlando Vacation Rentals are a great option. Floridays Orlando Two & Three Bed Rooms Condo Resort is a perfect fit for families or groups, with spacious condos that can accommodate up to eight people. And if you're travelling with your furry friend, Orlando Pet Friendly Hotels like the Homewood Suites by Hilton Orlando-Intl Drive/Convention Ctr or the Blue Heron Beach Resort Orlando are great options that cater to your four-legged family members.   For Catholic book lovers, Orlando Cheap Hotels and Orlando Motels can provide a budget-friendly option that lets you spend more on books! The Floridian Express International Drive Hotel Orlando is an excellent choice, located right in the heart of the city and within walking distance of numerous bookstores.   Orlando Villas and Vacation homes in Orlando can provide more of a homey feel, so consider the Cypress Pointe Resort Orlando or the Sheraton Vistana Villages Resort Villas, I-Drive Orlando for a comfortable stay.

	Bryan'S Spanish Cove Orlando
	Holiday Inn Express & Suites Orlando International Airport, An Ihg Hotel
	Wingate by Wyndham Convention Ctr Closest Universal Orlando Hotel
	Quality Inn & Suites Orlando Airport
	Woodspring Suites Orlando International Drive
	Days Inn by Wyndham Orlando Downtown


If you're flying in or out of Orlando, check out the Orlando Hotels near Orlando International Airport (MCO). The Boutique Renaissance Orlando Airport Hotel and DoubleTree by Hilton Orlando Airport Hotel are both great options that will make your travels a little less stressful.   If you want to indulge in a bit of luxury, Orlando Luxury Hotels like the Waldorf Astoria Orlando Hotel or the Hyatt Regency Orlando Hotel are both excellent options with the amenities to match.   For those who prefer a bit more of a natural setting, look no further than Orlando hotels near Downtown Orlando. The Sheraton Orlando North Hotel is a great option that's still close to the city's bustling nightlife and cultural areas.   For those visiting Orlando on business or for a conference, Rosen Centre Hotel Orlando Convention Center or the Signia by Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek Hotel are both excellent options that can help you stay productive while still enjoying your stay.   Other great options include the DoubleTree by Hilton at the Entrance to Universal Orlando Hotel or the Hilton Grand Vacations Club Tuscany Village Orlando if you're planning a trip to the Universal theme parks. And if you're looking for a different type of vacation, the Hilton Grand Vacations Club Seaworld Orlando Hotel is an excellent choice for aquatic adventure seekers.   No matter your reason for visiting Orlando, there is a hotel for you. With our list of hotels, we hope you can find the perfect fit and have a memorable stay in this incredible city.

	Hometowne Studios by Red Roof Orlando South
	Days Inn & Suites by Wyndham Orlando Airport
	Travelodge by Wyndham Orlando / Heart Of International Drive
	Universal'S Aventura Hotel Orlando
	Motel 6-Orlando, Fl - International Dr
	Clarion Hotel Orlando International Airport
	Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott Near Universal Orlando 


If you’re planning a trip to Orlando and looking for convenient and comfortable Orlando Lodging that caters to Catholics and Catholic book lovers alike, there are many options available. Depending on your preferences and budget, you can choose from a variety of hotels, ranging from dog-friendly hotels to vacation rentals.  If you’re looking for luxury accommodations, Hilton Orlando Hotel - great option. Hilton Orlando offers spacious rooms, fantastic dining options, and an impressive aqua-play area, making it perfect for families. Wyndham Orlando Resort International Drive is another popular option known for its luxurious amenities, including an outdoor pool, a fitness center, and a spa.  For those who crave a laid-back vacation with a tropical vibe, Margaritaville Resort Orlando is an excellent choice. The resort offers beach-inspired rooms and suites that are perfect for those seeking a relaxed atmosphere.

It also features a variety of dining options, including a Margaritaville restaurant that serves tasty cuisine.  Holiday Inn Resort Orlando Suites - Waterpark, An Ihg Hotel is another fantastic option for families looking for fun and excitement. This hotel features a water park with thrill rides and a lazy river, a game room, and many other entertainment options.  If you’re looking for hotels that are within walking distance of popular attractions, you can choose from DoubleTree by Hilton Orlando at SeaWorld Hotel, JW Marriott Orlando Grande Lakes Hotel, or Signia by Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek Hotel. All of these hotels are located near theme parks, shopping, and dining options.  For those looking for a unique and luxurious getaway, Universal's Loews Portofino Bay Hotel Orlando is second to none. This luxurious hotel is modeled after the Italian seaside village of Portofino, boasting quaint architecture and ambiance. It features three themed outdoor pools and a world-class spa.  Other great options for Orlando Lodging include Hilton Vacation Club Mystic Dunes Orlando Hotel, Days Inn by Wyndham Orlando Conv. Center/International Dr, WorldQuest Orlando Resort, DoubleTree by Hilton Orlando Airport Hotel, DoubleTree by Hilton at the Entrance to Universal Orlando Hotel, and Homewood Suites by Hilton Orlando-Intl Drive/Convention Ctr. For those looking for extended stays or more spacious accommodations, Orlando condos for rent and vacation apartment rentals in Orlando are also available.

 

2016 Special Edition of
The Traditionalist
Available in Print for $8, Shipping Included


Will your children’s Catholic faith -- and morals -- survive adolescence? How to steer them safely through their teen years.

To his colleagues, Catholic University psychologist Dr. Rudolf Allers was best known for his scholarly attacks on Freudianism. But Catholic laymen of the 1940s and ‘50s knew him mostly through popular works like this one: an ingenious guide to help parents steer their children safely through the temptations and turbulence of adolescence.

Dr. Allers rejects the Freud-inspired myth that adolescent unhappiness is inevitable, and almost wholly due to sex. In jargon-free chapters, he explains:

	the general principles of adolescent development
	how best to understand, approach and influence teenagers
	features unique to adolescents
	daydreams and sexuality
	vocational guidance


Throughout, Dr. Allers offers sound, practical advice for solving -- or preventing -- the problems that can trouble even the best-raised teens.
Hardcover

$19.95

The Protestant Deformation
by Robert Pillips

 

Orlando Hotels

Orlando is a magical city that has something for everyone, including couples looking for a romantic getaway. If you are searching for an Orlando Hotels for Romantic Getaway, look no further than the Orlando Boutique Hotels. These hotels offer a charming and intimate atmosphere that is perfect for couples. You can enjoy a quiet evening in your room or explore the city's vibrant nightlife, knowing that you will return to a cozy and romantic hotel room.  If you are looking for a luxurious hotel experience in Orlando, you should consider staying at one of the city's 4-star hotels. These hotels offer an array of amenities, including fine dining, spa services, and fitness centers, all designed to make your stay as comfortable as possible. Additionally, some of these hotels offer rooms with Jacuzzi in room, like the Hotels in International Drive, Orlando, Hotels in Celebration, Orlando. You can indulge in a private hot tub while enjoying the stunning views of the city.  If you prefer more space and privacy during your stay, Orlando Aparthotels and Orlando Guest Houses are perfect for you. These accommodations offer fully-equipped apartments or houses that provide a home-away-from-home experience. You can cook your meals, do your laundry, and enjoy all the comforts of home while exploring the city's attractions. Some of these accommodations are located in Celebration, Orlando, a picturesque community that offers excellent dining, shopping, and entertainment options.
If you're looking for a hotel that's conveniently located near some of the best sights and attractions in the area, the Staybridge Suites Orlando At Seaworld, An Ihg Hotel is a great choice. This hotel offers guests comfortable accommodations, as well as easy access to popular spots like Seaworld and Universal Studios.  For those who want to be in the heart of the action, the Clarion Inn International Drive Orlando is a good option. This hotel is located right on the famous International Drive, which is home to many restaurants, bars, and shops. Plus, it's just a short drive from many of Orlando's biggest theme parks.  Another great choice for those looking for a bit of convenience is the Clarion Inn & Suites Across From Universal Orlando Resort. As the name suggests, this hotel is located right across the street from Universal Studios, making it super easy to get to and from the park each day.  If you're looking for a hotel that has all of the amenities you need to make your stay a comfortable one, the Sonesta Es Suites Orlando International Drive is a smart choice. This hotel offers spacious suites that come equipped with full kitchens, as well as an outdoor pool and a fitness center.  For those who want to stay near Universal but don't want to break the bank, the Comfort Inn & Suites Near Universal Orlando Resort-Convention Ctr. is a budget-friendly option. This hotel offers clean and comfortable accommodations, as well as free breakfast and Wi-Fi.  Another hotel that's located right on International Drive is the Four Points by Sheraton Orlando International Drive Hotel. This hotel boasts modern guest rooms, as well as amenities like an outdoor pool and an on-site restaurant.

Hotels for relax

 Guests who want to try their luck at the tables will love the Hilton Garden Inn Orlando Lake Buena Vista With a Casino. This hotel has a casino on-site, as well as an outdoor pool and a fitness center.  The Springhill Suites by Marriott Orlando At Seaworld is a great choice for families or large groups. This hotel offers spacious suites that can accommodate up to six guests, as well as easy access to Seaworld and other nearby attractions.  If you're looking to save some money on your accommodations, the Parc Corniche Condominium Suites Orlando is a good option. This hotel offers condo-style suites that include full kitchens and separate living areas, all at an affordable price.  For those who need to be close to the airport, the Hyatt Place Orlando Airport Hotel is a convenient choice. This hotel offers a complimentary shuttle service to and from the airport, as well as amenities like an outdoor pool and a 24-hour fitness center.  Those looking for a luxury experience will enjoy the Berkley, Orlando Hotel. This hotel offers spacious suites that feature elegant furnishings and high-end amenities, such as full kitchens and private balconies.  Another great airport hotel is the Sheraton Suites Orlando Airport. This hotel offers comfortable accommodations, as well as a free shuttle to and from the airport.  If you want to be close to Universal Studios while still enjoying a peaceful atmosphere, the Hampton Inn Closest To Universal Orlando is a good option. This hotel offers clean and comfortable rooms, as well as a free shuttle to Universal Studios.  The Springhill Suites by Marriott Orlando Lake Buena Vista In Marriott Village is a great choice for those who want to stay near Disney World. This hotel is located just a few miles from the theme parks, and also features an outdoor pool and a fitness center.  The Element Orlando Universal Blvd. Hotel is a popular choice for travelers who want to be close to Universal Studios. This hotel offers eco-friendly accommodations, as well as an outdoor pool and a 24-hour fitness center.  For guests who want to be close to Disney World, the Aloft Orlando Lake Buena Vista Hotel is a smart choice. This hotel offers modern guest rooms with free Wi-Fi, as well as amenities like an outdoor pool and a fitness center.  If you want to be close to downtown Orlando, the Doubletree by Hilton Orlando Downtown Hotel With a Casino is a great choice. This hotel has a casino on-site, as well as an outdoor pool and a fitness center.  Finally, for those who need to be close to the airport, the Fairfield Inn Orlando Airport is a great option. This hotel offers clean and comfortable accommodations, as well as a free shuttle to and from the airport.   No matter what your travel needs may be, the Hilton Garden Inn Orlando International Drive North is a great option. This hotel offers comfortable guest rooms, as well as a free shuttle to Universal Studios and SeaWorld.

Hotels for different tastes


When visiting Orlando, Catholics will find plenty of convenient and comfortable hotels to choose from. The Hampton Inn Orlando International Drive/Convention Center is a great option for those attending conferences or events. The Berkley, Orlando Hotel has spacious suites and an on-site water park, perfect for families. The Home2 Suites by Hilton Orlando Near Universal offers a convenient location for visiting the theme parks, while the Econo Lodge International Drive Orlando is a budget-friendly option. For a comfortable stay close to Universal Studios, consider the Best Western Plus Universal Inn Orlando or the Enclave Suites, A Staysky Hotel & Resort Near Universal Orlando. The Quality Inn & Suites Near The Theme Parks Orlando and the Westgate Palace Resort Orlando are also located in this area. 

The Fairfield Inn Suites by Marriott Orlando At Seaworld is a great option for those visiting the famous attraction. For a luxurious stay, check out the Universal'S Loews Sapphire Falls Resort Orlando or the Rosen Shingle Creek Universal Blvd Hotel Orlando. The Ramada Plaza by Wyndham Orlando Resort & Suites Intl Drive offers spacious rooms and a convenient location on International Drive. The Residence Inn by Marriott Orlando Downtown is a great option for those wanting to explore the city. The Universal'S Cabana Bay Beach Resort Orlando and the Home2 Suites by Hilton Orlando/International Drive South are great for families visiting the theme parks. The Grand Lake & Lifetime Of Vacations Resorts Orlando is a serene option with plenty of nature nearby. The Homewood Suites by Hilton Orlando-Nearest To Univ Studios is convenient for those visiting the university. The Garnet Inn And Suites Orlando With Golf Course offers a unique experience for those who want to golf while on vacation. And finally, the Westgate Lakes Resort And Spa Orlando and the Marriott'S Royal Palms Hotel Orlando offer luxurious accommodations and amenities for a memorable stay in Orlando. Don't miss out on these great options for your next trip.
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Softcover

What are we supposed to "do" with the "theology of the body"?

A leading Catholic laywoman outlines the right approach--and the wrong approach

 From the preface to this important new book by Dr. Alice von Hildebrand, words of comfort and advice from a noted Catholic ethicist:

"I have read with care this book by Dr. Alice von Hildebrand, and have admired, once again, qualities found in her other works: a depth of thought and clarity joined to simple style; a full understanding of substance joined to beauty of exposition...

Dr. von Hildebrand does not limit herself to diagnosis. She offers many suggestions also for therapy. I will limit myself to drawing attention to one of these: it is not Christian compassion to accept the error in which a person may have fallen. This has been a constant in the ethical tradition of the Church, expressed in St. Augustine’s famous affirmation: "interficere errorem, amare errantem." Hate the sin, love the sinner.

I wish every success to this book, for the reader will reap spiritual benefits from it."
- Carlo Cardinal Caffarra Archbishop of Bologna

$14.50

 

$21.95

 

The Time of Mercy
by Steven Terenzio

Practical Thoughts on Faith & Family

 A brand new title, Reflections from Rome , by Msgr. Richard Soseman, who provides food for thought on hundreds of topics of interest to young people who are in their late teens beginning to think about how to live their faith.

“Like Venerable Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen, for whose Cause of Beatification and Canonization he has labored, Monsignor Richard Soseman has sought to use modern means of communication in the service of the new evangelization. In these reflections, originally written as web logs, he draws on his experiences as a priest both in rural Illinois and in Rome to convey the truths of the Catholic faith in an accessible and appealing manner. May those who read the present collection of reflections be inspired and encouraged in their daily living of the Catholic faith.”
- Raymond Leo Cardinal Burke, Vatican City

$17.95

Living Latin In Rome
by James McGlone


Letter From Rome
October 7, 2015
by Roger A. McCaffrey

 

Noted Catholic author, lecturer and philosopher Alice von Hildebrand has taken on the task of briefly profiling these two great 20th century Catholics, using as her point of reference the memoirs of each. In the case of her late husband Dietrich von Hildebrand, she is the only person who has read his memoirs in their entirety. This, and her life as his wife, make Dietrich von Hildebrand and Edith Stein: Husserl痴 Students a study like no other.

$5.90

Fifty years ago almost every Catholic woman and girl owned a chapel veil.

 Yet with their disappearance the Church lost a lovely symbol for womanhood. Elizabeth Black and Emily Sparks explain the theology, history, tradition and symbolism of the chapel veil and give today痴 Catholic woman a reason to wear one once again.

$3.95

Courting Reverence:
Why Has the Courtroom Retained the Reverence the Mass Has Lost?
By Rev. Paul D. Scalia


What did Cardinal Newman see that nobody else did, 150 years ago?

 Signs of the End Times--which he recounted in four masterful sermons

In these sermons, together with an introduction by the late Fr. Vincent Miceli, S.J.--whose book, The Antichrist, remains the standard contemporary popular reference--Cardinal Newman:

	warned about innovators within the Church who would relax not only Christian moral norms, but our forms of worship;
	cautioned against anti-authority ideologies, which by now have overtaken virtually all of the Western world;
	noted the developing conditions for the open denial of God and routine blaspheming of Christ
	compared ancient ransacking of churches with prophecies of future anti-Christian rage and persecution


$10.80

TRIBUTES
A Periodic Exclusive For Roman Catholic Books Readers


A mother's worst fear: the death of her child. Cindy Montanaro lived that nightmare when her adopted son Tim died in 2005. Some months later she "started a year-long journey of prayer, meditation and writing. I envisioned an extended period of time in which to record, before memory failed me, all of the little humorous and profound incidents that made up my son Tim's short life."

With faith, tenderness, and humor, Cindy Montanaro's deft hand brings to life the delight and tragedy of Tim's time on earth. "Tim saw Christ's image in everyone he met, not with a conscious vision, but with the instinct of the heart."

"I really, really enjoyed this book and finished it with my soul filled with more joy and confidence in the Lord than when I began reading it."

$17.95

Fr. Bisig's Mass
by Duncan Maxwell Anderson

 

(Duncan Maxwell Anderson is the ex-editor of Success Magazine and was founding editor of Faith & Family Magazine.)

THE TRADITIONALIST
A Periodic Exclusive For Roman Catholic Books Readers


$5.95 Booklet, based upon our hardcover book by Fr. John Lenz, CHRIST IN DACHAU

 This booklet summarizes the contents of an extraordinary book by Dachau survivor Fr. John Lenz. When the book was first published, Archbishop Michael Buchberger of Germany said:

的 have just been reading Christ in Dachau葉he most shattering, but at the same time uplifting book I have read in my life. This book proves to us that the spirit of Faith and Love and the readiness to make the supreme sacrifice which inspired the early Christians is still alive today, among both priests and laity."

Download the entire booklet free online or order the print edition or the hardcover book itself.

$5.95

"Provides much useful advice to young men..."

佑ardinal Raymond L. Burke

In six searching chapters, major topics confronting serious young Catholic men are explored... answers provided... dozens of the most significant Scripture passages for young men provided...uplifting notes sounded... and means of prayerful meditation explained.

How many young men have heard practical considerations like:

	The Sign of a Vocation
	Obstacles in the Way
	An Honor Beyond All Honors
	"But I Have Chosen You!"
	Overcoming the World
	Our Enemy, the World


$19.75




Forgotten Priests in a Nazi Hellhole

Dachau concentration camp held the largest number of Catholic priests洋ore than 2400擁n the Nazi camp system. They came from two dozen countries, from every background用arish priests and prelates, monks and friars, teachers and missionaries. Over one-third were killed.

Among the survivors was Fr. Johannes Lenz, who was asked by his superiors to write an account of what he saw. This book was the stunning result. An immediate sensation, it was quickly translated into English, French, Spanish and Italian. Catholic reviewers and churchmen alike were awestruck.

$22.95

Common fallacies about Purgatory are cleared up in a book that liberated many a struggling Catholic half a century ago. In 1949, this English translation of Fr. Martin Jugie’s acclaimed book -- which had gone through seven editions in France -- was greeted as a much-needed corrective to popular fallacies about Purgatory, many of which continue to cloud the faith of good Catholics. Chief among those fallacies, writes Fr. Jugie, is that Purgatory is kind of “temporary” Hell, its pains differing only in duration. From this follows many other errors that can lead us seriously astray in our conduct and in our prayer lives.

$24.25

"Since its founding in 1981, the not-for-profit organization Roman Catholic Books has been dedicated especially to making available important Catholic books. One of the services pro- vided...is the re-printing of Catholic works which have been out of print, [and] Roman Catholic Books also publishes new titles, and is distinguished form other Catholic publishing houses in its willingness to print titles which are considered to attract too narrow an audience to be profitable. The books produced by Roman Catholic Books are created with care, printed on quality paper and with enduring covers."--Cardinal Raymond Burke

 

Editorial Office
All manuscripts and correspondence:
Catholic Media Apostolate
P. O. Box 1209
Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877
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